
 
Introduction:

• Thank you.

• Disclaimer – Who do I represent – who do I not.

• Before we proceed to the President’s agenda and how it will impact your business, I
want to first share with you a perspective that may be helpful.

• I was hired at the Chamber almost 19 years ago after a career of 20 yrs in business.

• As an entrepreneur, I was involved in many different business ventures. Besides building
successful (and some not so successful) businesses, I always enjoyed the fight to make
things better for the small business community. So after I sold my last business in 1998,
despite not having any real political experience, I set my sights on getting involved in a
business organization in order to make a difference. I figured if I could do this and get
paid for it…

• Entrepreneurs think big.

• So why not go after the top small business position in the largest most powerful business
organization in the world – The U.S. Chamber of Commerce.

• I can remember speaking with Tom Donohue prior to being hired and he asked me one
question. “Why should I hire you as part of my team when I can afford to hire some of
the best political minds on Capitol Hill?”

• I looked him straight in the eye and said, “Because I know what it’s like to sign the front
of the paycheck and not just the back.”

• He looked back and said, “You’re hired”.

• On my first day I proudly walked into the Chamber. I was greeted by someone from HR
who escorted me around.

o Here’s your office. BTW 96% of our 3 million members are small business.
Your job is develop a strategy for us to effectively represent that group.

o Ok. Well how much staff do I have? (I’m thinking 50 or 100).

o They looked at me with a grin and said one word, none

o OOOK. Well who do I report to? I am thinking that if I report to someone high
enough up the food chain, I will be able to leverage interdivisional relationships
to get this job done.

o You will be reporting our Chief Economist for the Chamber in a division



populated with PHD Economists.

• Never underestimate the abilities and passion of an entrepreneur. Over my 18 yr tenure
at the Chamber, I redefined the roll. Regardless of resources, I got the job done and
there was no fight too small to take on to help small business succeed. And sometimes
those fights were internal as well.

• Even though I fought for the little guy I never lost track of the bigger picture. Whether
you are in big business or small, there is only one economy. And a rising tide raises all
ships.

Perception:
• Today, our nation faces enormous challenges.

o A ballooning national debt

o Exploding Entitlements

o A health care system on the verge of collapse.

o Over burdensome regulations

o An aging infrastructure

• And while we have a stable economy as a result of massive monetary stimulus, some say
we are due for business cycle recession.

• How we perceive the direction government should take in solving these issues is shaped
by our life experiences on the size and role of the federal government.

• To give you an idea how perceptions can shape opinion which in turn impact policy, let’s
have a little fun.

What my Friends think I do

What lawmakers think I do

What My Mom thinks I do

What I really do
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Trump the Man:
• 5 months ago, we had a seismic shift in the direction of our nation with the election of



President Trump. It shocked the world. At the time, even the stock market didn’t know
whether to head down or up.
 

• So who is this man that can say one thing in the morning, completely reverse himself by
noon, and deny saying either one by the evening?

 
• He is a savvy entrepreneur who used his media training to get enough market share or

ratings to get elected to the highest office in the land.
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• He did so by seeing something that neither party recognized – Too many people in rural

America felt they were not being represented in DC. And they didn’t care whether or
not he contradicted himself.

 
• He sees himself as the white night that has been sent to DC to save the nation.

o He is confident
o In command and has surrounded himself with the titans of the business

community.
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o His most trusted advisor, besides himself, is his family. Everyone else is

expendable.
 

• He runs government as he would run his businesses for good reason, that’s all he knows.
He is the only President in history with successful business background that has never
held elected or appointed office prior to becoming President. His perception of the
world is filtered through that lens.
 

• In his mind, the only metric that will validate whether or not his policies are a success is
a strong economy. He feels his successful skills as a media expert and, also as a
business owner make uniquely qualified to solving some of our most formidable
problems.

 



• To him, the political process is just a minor inconvenience and none of his most trusted
senior staff have ever been involved in successfully moving major legislation through
Congress.

 
• Before we jump into how President Trump is going to Make America Great Again, let’s

look at some of the exogenous factors that he will have to address in order to pass his
agenda.
 

Factors Impacting the Agenda:
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1. Economy propped up by Massive Monetary Stimulus and lack of Fiscal
Stimulus.
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2. Federal Debt and Deficit
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3. Components of Spending & Revenue
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4. Federal Reserve
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5. Federal Debt Limit

In 2011, Republicans in Congress demanded deficit reduction as part of
raising the debt ceiling. The resulting contention was resolved on 2 August
2011 by the Budget Control Act of 2011.

On 5 August 2011, S&P issued the first ever downgrade in the federal
government's credit rating, 

 
Between February 2013 and March 2015, Congress suspended the debt
limit three times, and in March 2015, the limit was set at the current $18.15
trillion. Suspension of the debt limit would mean that a ceiling is not in
place for controlling the borrowing. Once the suspension period expires,
the earlier ceiling would become applicable.

On October 30, 2015 the debt ceiling was again suspended to March 2017

Treasury On High Alert
With the federal debt poised to hit the debt ceiling limit, U.S. Treasury Secretary Steven
Mnuchin wrote a letter to House Speaker Paul Ryan on March 8, apprising him of the
extraordinary measures the Treasury anticipates to take to prevent a default. In the
letter, Mnuchin said the Treasury would stop selling State and Local Government
securities, beginning March 15.

The clock is ticking. The debt ceiling suspension, which Congress adopted through the
Bipartisan Budget Act signed into a law by former President Barack Obama on



November 2, 2015, was supposed to run through March 15, 2017. Prior to that, the debt
was suspended at $18.11 trillion for 235 days from March 13, 2015, until November 2,
2015.

To tide over the current crisis, the government has few options. It can either convince
Congress to raise the debt ceiling or extend the current suspension. 
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6. The Legislative Landscape – The Freedom Caucus is prepared to live with Paul
Ryan, at least for now. In an abrupt reversal after weeks of veiled threats that they
might try to take him out, the group of 40 staunch conservatives now appears
almost certain to get behind the speaker for another term. Even more surprising?
Ryan has Donald Trump to thank.

A handful of the group’s top agitators told POLITICO in interviews they’re more
interested in ensuring a prolific start to Trump's presidency than starting an intra-
party leadership fight that detracts from their mission of enacting conservative
priorities. And after trashing Ryan a month before the election as a “weak and
ineffective leader," the president-elect seems ready to move on.

“The most pressing priority for many of the House Freedom Caucus members is
accomplishing significant things in the first 100 days [of a Trump
administration],” said Freedom Caucus co-founder Mark Meadows, who
campaigned with Trump in his home state of North Carolina. “To focus on
[challenging] leadership — as long as that leadership is extremely supportive of
the Trump administration —would be a misplaced effort.”

 
A number of House Freedom Caucus members will probably still vote against
Ryan in a secret-ballot election of House Republicans on Tuesday. But the group
isn't plotting his demise at this point, caucus sources say. And that, in and of
itself, is a very promising sign for Ryan.

 
The group's shift, ironically, comes as Ryan is perhaps most vulnerable. After
Ryan criticized and kept his distance from Trump for much of the campaign, the
president-elect could easily summon the votes to boot Ryan from the speakership.
In fact, several House Republicans told POLITICO over the past 48 hours that if
Trump calls for Ryan to step aside, they would feel pressured to vote against him
— namely because their constituents overwhelmingly voted for Trump.
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But Trump so far has signaled a willingness to forgive. The president-elect was
cheerful and complimentary as Ryan showed him around the Capitol on
Thursday.

 
Should that change, Freedom Caucus insiders said their intention to lay down
their arms against GOP leadership will as well. The Budget Process
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7. Economic Optimism - Public Opinion - Trump public opinion & leadership  style
– decisive, in charge, risk-taker – pivot to the Geo Political
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8. If you look under the hood things are more precarious,

Thirty-four percent of those surveyed said "keeping U.S. jobs from going
overseas” is one of their top 2 issues

Individual tax cuts, funding infrastructure and reducing the deficit followed as the
next-highest priorities. Cutting business regulations and business taxes were near
the bottom of the list — two areas the president has prioritized.
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9. Presidents Favorable

a. The Rasmussen Reports daily Presidential Tracking Poll for Friday shows
that 49% of Likely U.S. Voters approve of President Trump’s job
performance. Fifty-one percent (51%) disapprove.

b. The latest figures include 31% who Strongly Approve of the way Trump is
performing and 40% who Strongly Disapprove. This gives him a
Presidential Approval Index rating of -9.
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10. Funding the Government:

• The Budget Process was the reason health care was first out of the box.

• The government is currently being funded by a continuing resolution (CR),
passed in December 2016, through April 28, 2017.

• On January 12, 2017, the Senate passed a fiscal year (FY) 2017 budget
resolution. The spending levels reflect the current law baseline for all
spending and revenue, although it is not intended to have an impact on FY
2017 spending and is instead being used to move forward with a
reconciliation vehicle to repeal the Affordable Care Act and possibly the
tax bill.

• The President: This must pass legislation will be the President Donald
Trump’s first chance to put his imprint on the federal budget, and the White
House is eager to deliver on campaign-trail promises including higher defense
spending and curbing illegal immigration.

• President would like $1.4 B for the boarder wall. Money could be moved within
Homeland.

• Sanctuary cities: a provision blocking federal grants for any city that doesn’t
enforce federal immigration law. Impact 300 cities. R’s want to keep it out of the
legislation.

• More money for the Pentagon.

• Issue of Coal miners benefits. $3 B.

• The D’s:  Democrats have vowed to oppose Trump’s spending and policy
priorities and are making demands of their own. With Democratic votes likely to
be needed to pass any funding bill in the House and definitely needed in the
Senate, the price of their votes may be concessions to protect Obamacare.

• D’s want any funding bill to include money for the Obamacare cost-sharing



subsidies. The President threated to defund.  Without these subsidies Obamacare
collapses.
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The First 100 Days:
• This brings us up to the current.  Congress returns to work on Tuesday after a two

weeks off.

• What happens this week will be pivotal in determining if the R’s can govern under
this newly formed structure of government.

• Will they be able to strike a deal to fund the Government and avoid a shutdown by
Friday?

• What will the Presidents Tax Cut/Reform package look like? It is scheduled to be
released on Wednesday.

• The WH is calling for another vote on HC this week. Will the changes to the
original plan be enough to pass the goldilocks test and be just right in order to
bring on enough conservatives without losing too many moderate R’s?  
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Health Care

o GOP calls to repeal and replace ACA over the past seven years were more political
rhetoric than an actual plan. GOP has not resolved an internal dispute with healthcare’s
three-legged stool – the individual mandate, providing subsidies, and enforcing the
guarantee for pre-existing conditions – as removing any one of them requires trade-offs
between cost and coverage
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Taxes

Tax Reform or Tax Cuts

Timing – Budget Process

How do you pay for it - Tax Expenditures? How do you pay for it::
Comprehensive tax reform will very likely meet significant obstacles, as there are limited
revenue raisers to offset the proposed substantial tax cuts. We think tax reform could evolve to
tax cuts (corporate rates possibly from 35% to 20-30%) and a repatriation of foreign earnings
(potentially taxed at 8-15%). The House-proposed border adjustment tax (BAT) faces hurdles,
given concerns of price increases, WTO compliance, and possible domestic job losses.
Current costs of individual tax cuts will likely alarm fiscal hawks; we expect a more muted
plan than the current one
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Trumps Tax Proposal

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------
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Regulatory Reform

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------
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Trade
Administration aims to implement protectionist measures (eg, tariffs), as they view this form
of economic nationalism as spurring long-term growth

o NAFTA process has started; expect formal notice to trading partners shortly
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Buy America
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Supreme Court

 



Transportation?

Beyond Trump

o Another recession

o Another election

S32 Thank you

 


